Notch signalling is a cell-cell communication process, which allows the establishment of patterns of gene expression and differentiation, regulates binary cell fate choice and the maintenance of stem cell populations. So far, the data published has elucidated the main players in the Notch signalling pathway. However, its regulatory mechanisms are exhibiting an increasing complexity which could account for the multitude of roles it has during development and in adult organisms. In this review, we will describe the multiple roles of Notch and how various factors can regulate Notch signalling.
The structure of Notch and the Notch signalling pathway
The Notch genes encode members of a family of receptors that mediate short-range signalling events. A prototypical Notch gene encodes a single transmembrane receptor composed in its extracellular region of a conserved array of up to 36 epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like repeats, involved in ligand interaction, and three juxtamembrane repeats known as Lin-12-Notch (LN) repeats which modulate interactions between the extracellular and the membrane-tethered intracellular domains (Wharton et al. 1985 , Yochem et al. 1988 . The intracellular region of Notch includes seven ankyrin repeats flanked by nuclear localization signals, a proline, glutamine, serine, threonine-rich (PEST) domain and a transactivation domain (TAD; reviewed in Fleming 1998 , Lubman et al. 2004 ; see Fig. 1 ).
The first mutant in Notch was isolated by Dexter in Drosophila (1914), who described the lethality and the haploinsufficient wing notching that lends the name to the gene. New alleles were identified by Morgan and Bridges and the collection allowed the studies of Poulson on the recessive neurogenic phenotype (Metz & Bridges 1917 , Poulson 1939 . Over the years, the analysis of these phenotypes eventually led to the discovery of different functions of Notch. Most importantly, in the last few years, it has uncovered three different Notch activities in development: lateral inhibition, boundary formation and cell fate assignation (Bray 1998) . The first insights into the function and mode of action of Notch signalling came from studies in Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans (Greenwald 1985 , Wharton et al. 1985 , Yochem et al. 1988 , Fehon et al. 1990 which allowed the discovery of a core set of molecules involved in Notch signalling and lead to the understanding of how they organize into a signalling pathway.
In mammals, there are four Notch genes and five genes encoding ligands, three Delta-like and two Jagged (Fig. 1 ). In Drosophila, there is only one Notch-encoding gene, one Delta and one Jagged homologue (Serrate; Maine et al. 1995 , Lissemore & Starmer 1999 . In C. elegans, there are two genes encoding for Notch (lin-12 and glp-1) and several Delta/ Serrate/Lag-2 (DSL) homologues (protein family of Notch ligands from DSL; Greenwald 1994 , Maine et al. 1995 , Lissemore & Starmer 1999 . The exploitation of the genetics of simpler organisms such as C. elegans and Drosophila has provided enormous insights into the mechanics of Notch signalling and has paved the way for better understanding how Notch acts in higher eukaryotes.
The canonical pathway
Notch is a single transmembrane protein, some of which is present at the cell surface. The ligands for Notch are also transmembrane proteins (Lissemore & Starmer 1999) and, therefore, cell-cell contact is an important prerequisite to trigger the signalling event. A most important feature of Notch is that it acts, at the same times as a transmembrane receptor and as a transcription factor. At the cell surface, Notch is present as a heterodimer consisting of the EGF-like repeats and LN repeats linked non-covalently by a heterodimerization region to the rest of the molecule (Gordon et al. 2007 ; see Fig. 1 ). The C-terminal heterodimerization domain of extracellular Notch is a hydrophobic region that is able to form a stable complex with the Figure 1 Structure of Notch and its ligands. Notch ligands, Delta and Jagged/Serrate, are composed of a DSL region responsible for the interaction with the Notch receptor and several EGF repeats. Jagged/Serrate also contains an extracellular cystein-rich region. Notch is composed by up to 36 EGF-like repeats. EGF repeats 11 and 12 are sufficient to mediate the interaction between Notch and its ligands. Notch also contains a cysteinerich region known as Lin-12 repeats in close proximity with heterodimerization domains that bind noncovalently extracellular Notch with membrane-tethered intracellular Notch. In its intracellular part, Notch has a region called RAM (RBPjk Associate Molecule) followed by repeated structural motifs named Ankyrin repeats (mediate the interaction between Notch and CBF1/Su(H)), a transactivation domain (TAD) and a PEST domain. The PEST domain is involved in the degradation of Notch. PM, plasma membrane. extracellular region of transmembrane Notch (Sanchez-Irizarry et al. 2004) . The cleavage site of this structure, the S1 site (see Fig. 2 ), is processed by a furin-like convertase in the trans-Golgi, during the secretion process (Logeat et al. 1998 , Nichols et al. 2007 . This cleavage and the resulting structure appear to be essential for Notch activity in mammals (Logeat et al. 1998) . In Drosophila, however, Notch seems to appear predominantly as a molecule not cleaved by furin and still retain its biological activity (Kidd & Lieber 2002) , although a number of studies would suggest that the heterodimer might also be the active form even though it is present at lower amounts (Rand et al. 2000) . At the cell surface, Notch can interact with one of its ligands Delta (Dl) or Serrate (Ser) expressed in a neighbouring cell (Fehon et al. 1990 ). This interaction results in the shedding of the ectodomain and exposure of an extracellular metalloprotease site (S2 site) which thus becomes susceptible to cleavage by transmembrane proteases of the ADAM/TACE (a desintegrin and metallopeptidase/tumour necrosis factor a converting enzyme) family (Mumm et al. 2000 , Nichols et al. 2007 ; see Table 1 ). As a result of this processing, the remaining membrane-tethered Notch fragment undergoes the S2 cleavage and two further intramembranous cleavages, named S3/S4, by g-secretase activity of a membrane protein complex containing presenilin as the catalytic component (Kopan et al. 1996 , Schroeter et al. 1998 , Struhl & Adachi 1998 , Wolfe 2006 . The intracellular domain of Notch is thus finally released and translocates into the nucleus where it regulates gene expression by acting as a co-activator of the transcription factor suppressor of hairless (Su(H); Fortini & Artavanis-Tsakonas 1994 , Struhl & Adachi 1998 .
Even though the biochemical details of the activation of Notch signalling are well established, the mechanisms that regulate this event are poorly understood. For example, where does the presenilin cleavage take place? How does Notch get to the nucleus? What is the role of trafficking in Notch signalling regulation? Understanding the underlying regulatory mechanisms is an important area of research due to the multiple roles of Notch in development. Recent Figure 2 Canonical Notch signalling pathway. Notch binding to ligand elicits several steps of cleavage. The first one at the S2 site is mediated by the proteases ADAM10 or by TACE (TNF-a-converting enzyme). This catalyzes the processing of Notch in the intramembranous S2 and S3 sites by the g-secretase complex. Thus, Notch intracellular domain (NICD) is released and translocates into the nucleus where it dislodges repressors (co-R) associated with the DNA-binding CSL transcription factor. NICD and CSL form a ternary complex together with Mastermind (Mam) that recruits transcription factors activating target gene expression.
observations show that Notch regulatory processes encompass dissimilar mechanisms, such as chemical modifications, vesicular trafficking and interactions with other proteins (Haines & Irvine 2003 , Le Borgne 2006 , Hu et al. 2006 , Jaekel & Klein 2006 . These studies have begun to paint a more elaborate picture and elucidate some of these regulatory pathways, as we shall describe in the next section.
Notch, ligands and interactions
Interaction of Notch with its ligands results in the release of the intracellular domain. There is little known about the biochemical details of all the possible Notch-ligand interactions but it is clear that relative concentration is an important element and that this might determine whether the interaction is in cis or in trans (intracellular or intercellular; Klein et al. 1997 , Micchelli et al. 1997 , Klein & Arias 1998 , Sakamoto et al. 2002 , Glittenberg et al. 2006 . In addition, chemical modifications seem to be important for regulating these interactions (Sakamoto et al. 2002) .
Activating interactions with ligands
Notch ligands, Delta and Jagged/Serrate, belong to the DSL family of proteins. In Drosophila, there is only one Delta and one Serrate. In mammals, the situation is more complex. For instance, humans and mice possess three Delta-like proteins, Delta1, 3 and 4 and two homologues for Serrate, known as Jagged1 and 2. The main structural difference between the Delta and Jagged/Serrate ligands is that the Jagged/Serrate contain in the extracellular region a greater number of EGF repeats and also insertions within the EGF repeats. Closer to the membrane, the Jagged/Serrate molecules contain a cysteine-rich region that is entirely absent from the Delta ligands (Lissemore & Starmer 1999) . The ligand region of most interest for Notch signalling is an extracellular cysteinerich region called DSL present in Delta and Jagged homologues. DSL mediates the interaction with Notch EGF-like repeats 11 and 12 (Rebay et al. 1991 , Fleming 1998 , although EGF repeats 23-25, where Abruptex alleles map, have also been shown to contribute towards the interaction between Notch and Delta but not for Serrate (Brennan et al. 1999a) . The structure of the region encompassing EGF-like repeats 11-13 of human Notch 1 has been determined but the structure of the Notch-ligand complex remains unsolved (Hambleton et al. 2004) . The interaction with the ligand is believed to lead to a conformational change that exposes the S2 site of cleavage causing Notch signalling activation (Gordon et al. 2007 ), but the details of the process remain to be investigated. (Dale et al. 2003) .
Wing margin and dorsal-ventral compartment establishment in Drosophila wing development clearly show that interactions between Notch and its ligands are carefully modulated and titrated (de Celis et al. 1996 , Micchelli et al. 1997 , Klein & Arias 1998 , Milan & Cohen 2003 . For this reason, it is not surprising that they are tempered by chemical modifications (Panin et al. 1997) .
Inhibitory effects of ligands
In addition to activating the Notch signalling pathway, it has been reported that Notch ligands can also exert an inhibitory effect which is concentration dependent. High levels of ligand induce a ligand inhibitory effect, while lower levels allow the ligand to activate Notch signalling activity (Klein et al. 1997 , Micchelli et al. 1997 . It has been reported that during Drosophila wing formation this mechanism contributes to restrict Notch signalling activity to the dorsal/ventral (D/V) boundary, regulating correct wing margin formation (de Celis & Bray 1997 , Klein et al. 1997 , Micchelli et al. 1997 , Jacobsen et al. 1998 , Klein & Arias 1998 . In higher eukaryotes, the role of the ligand inhibitory effect remains largely unexplored but there have been several reports describing this behaviour, for instance in COS-7L and HEK293 cells and during chick development , Sakamoto et al. 2002 . One of the most suggestive reports in vertebrates is perhaps the studies in Xenopus concerning Delta-like 3 (Dll3), which seems to exhibit only a Notch signalling inhibitory activity (Ladi et al. 2005) . Lowell et al. (2000) have even proposed a functional role for ligand inhibition in humans. They suggest that during human keratinocyte differentiation high levels of Delta expression could be acting as an inhibitory mechanism of Notch signalling to maintain the population of stem cells.
The mechanism of ligand inhibitory activity remains however elusive, and even the location where the inhibitory interaction takes place is uncertain (Sakamoto et al. 2002 , Glittenberg et al. 2006 . The basis of the mechanism is also unclear, and could be explained both by an intercellular ligand-ligand interaction that titrates ligand from an activating Notch interaction or by an intracellular ligand-Notch interaction that prevents signal transduction. There is evidence supporting both models, for instance, there have been reports of intercellular Dl-Dl interactions (trans interaction) supporting the first inhibition model (Fehon et al. 1990 , Parks et al. 2006 . Intracellular N-Dl complexes (cis interaction) have been isolated supporting the N-Dl intracellular inhibitory interaction model (Sakamoto et al. 2002) .
Regulation of Notch signalling activity
The interactions of Notch with its ligands in trans result in the activation of the intracellular domain as a transcription factor. The signalling activity is under two levels of regulation. One level involves the transcription factor activity of Notch intracellular domain (NICD) whose activity is tightly downregulated in the nucleus (Kovall 2007) . The second level of regulation involves how the transcription factor activity is generated and how this is chosen. The second level of regulation has, in the last years, resulted in uncovering connections between trafficking and the Notch signalling pathway (Le Borgne 2006).
Notch transcriptional regulation
Notch signalling does not use second messengers and the levels of signalling activity are solely dependent on the nuclear concentration of NICD. Interestingly, endogenous NICD seems to act at very low concentration (below immunodetection levels; Schroeter et al. 1998 ) and the only way to observe it is with a special antibody raised against the epitope generated by the S3/S4 cleavage (Schroeter et al. 1998) . What confers specificity to the expression of Notch target genes is a DNA-binding transcription factor known as CSL (for CBF1 (C-promoter binding factor1), RBP-jk/ Su(H)/Lag-1 in mammals/Drosophila/C. elegans), which binds to the DNA target gene regions and in the absence of NICD, recruits co-repressors like silencing mediator of retinoid and thyroid receptors (SMRT)/nuclear receptor co-repressor (N-coR), CBF1-interacting co-repressor, hairless and split ends (SPEN) also called SHARP (SMRT/ HDAC-1-associated protein; Kao et al. 1998 , Hsieh et al. 1999 , Barolo et al. 2002 , Oswald et al. 2002 see Fig. 3 ). The co-repressors associate with histone deacetylase complexes keeping the chromatin in a transcriptional silent mode. When Notch signalling is activated, NICD displaces the co-repressors and associates with CSL in what becomes a ternary complex involving Mastermind. The ternary complex recruits transcription factors such as p300/CBP associated factor/general control of aminoacids synthesis protein 5 (PCAF/GCN5) and CREB-binding protein (CBP)/p300-activating responsive genes (Kurooka & Honjo 2000 , Wallberg et al. 2002 . This strategy whereby a repressor form of the effectors of a signalling pathway is transformed into an active moiety is characteristic of signal-regulated promoters and presents a number of advantages, most importantly that the effector identifies the targets in the absence of signal (Barolo et al. 2002) . Notch-mediated transcriptional activation is downregulated by the degradation of NICD. The mechanism that stops the signalling event involves Mastermind and a protein named Ski-interacting protein (SKIP), which curiously can associate both with the CSL co-repressors and with the CSL-NICD-Mastermind ternary complex (Zhou et al. 2000 , Kovall 2007 ). SKIP and Mastermind are able to recruit kinases that specifically phosphorylate NICD in the TAD and PEST domains. Fbw7/Sel10 ubiquitination of the phosphorylated sites leads to NICD degradation and stops the signalling process in the absence of new NICD entering the nucleus (Fryer et al. 2004) . The degradation of NICD is a very effective process as observations over the years demonstrate that the amount of active NICD relative to total Notch must be very small as it is difficult to see (Schroeter et al. 1998 , Conboy et al. 2005 .
Protein degradation is a very effective method of signalling regulation and one that is clearly used to keep the levels of NICD just above functional threshold. One corollary of this is that for continuous signalling, a continuous Delta input is needed. However, there are other ways of regulating the appearance of NICD, and in the last few years, endocytic traffic has emerged as a central process in the regulation of the levels and activity of Notch.
Notch trafficking
The concept of endocytic traffic-modulating signalling activity is a recent development in our picture of signal transduction (Gonzalez-Gaitan 2003a,b) . It is often thought that signalling events have specific proteins associated with them and thus the notion of signal transduction pathways as a constellation of proteins dedicated to a signalling event. Recent genetic studies in Drosophila have revealed that an increasing number of proteins involved in intracellular traffic are required for the activity of Notch (reviewed in (Le Borgne et al. 2005a) ). For example, mutants producing defects on endocytosis, recycling, vesicular sorting and multivesicular body formation present defects on Notch signalling (Poodry 1990 , Ramain et al. 2001 , Thompson et al. 2005 , Vaccari & Bilder 2005 , Jaekel & Klein 2006 . These observations suggest that the activity of signalling pathways is often regulated by Figure 3 Notch transcriptional regulation. Notch signalling activity is tightly regulated through an efficient process of NICD protein degradation elicited at the nucleus. The CSL-Mam-NICD ternary complex associates with a protein named SKIP which together with Mam recruits kinases that phosphorylate NICD. NICD thus becomes susceptible to ubiquitination by Fbw7/Sel10 and this ultimately leads to the protein degradation. This regulatory mechanism keeps a low concentration of NICD present in the nucleus making it necessary that there is continuous signalling for the nuclear influx of NICD to allow for Notch activated transcription to take place. cellular processes and this link allows the signalling pathways to be embedded in the global functioning of the cell. One of the first examples of this was the observation that Drosophila temperature-sensitive mutants for shibire, the Drosophila homologue for dynamin, exhibit a Notch-like mutant phenotype during neurogenesis (Poodry 1990 , van der Bliek & Meyerowitz 1991 , Chen et al. 1991 . Shibire is a GTPase responsible for the endocytic vesicle pinching off from the plasma membrane and this suggested that endocytosis and trafficking might be important for Notch signalling activity. Shibire was later shown to be needed both in the signal-sending and signal-receiving cells for Notch signalling to occur (Seugnet et al. 1997) . A typical process of regulation of receptor internalization is protein monoubiquitination which recruits adaptor proteins that elicit endocytosis. Results have suggested that Notch monoubiquitination followed by endocytosis is required for g-secretase-mediated cleavage, supporting a role for trafficking in Notch signalling (Gupta-Rossi et al. 2004) . Confirmation of the role that endocytosis plays in the regulation of Notch activity has come from studies in Drosophila and although much of this work needs to be confirmed with vertebrate Notch proteins, the universality of mechanisms suggests that this will be the case. Analysis of the sequence of the intracellular domain of Notch reveals the existence of some ubiquitination target regions. Drosophila Notch has in its intracellular region a HECT (homologous to E6-AP carboxyl terminus) domain targeted by members of the HECT-type E3 ubiquitin ligases: Nedd4 and suppressor of Deltex/Itch (Su(Dx)/Itch for Drosophila/ mammalian). Another region of Notch vulnerable to ubiquitination is the ankyrin repeats, which are modified by Deltex (Dx), a ring finger-type ubiquitin ligase (Diederich Figure 4 Notch trafficking. Notch is targeted by several ubiquitin ligases. Nedd4 and Su(Dx)/Itch ubiquitination promotes Notch degradation. Ubiquitination by Dx seems to activate Notch signalling in a manner independent of CSL. Ectodomain shedding is required for Notch to signal but ligand-independent Notch signalling has been reported. It is unclear where the presenilin-mediated cleavage takes place but endocytosis has been shown to be crucial for Notch signalling activity. EE, early endosome; MVB, multivesicular body; RE, recycling endosome. et al. 1994). Dx is a positive regulator of Notch signalling activity however, both Su(Dx) and Nedd4 antagonize Dx (Matsuno et al. 1995 , Cornell et al. 1999 , Sakata et al. 2004 ). Nedd4 and Su(Dx) seem to act as a regulatory mechanism that inhibits inappropriate ligand-independent activation of Notch signalling (Sakata et al. 2004; see Fig. 4) . Su(Dx) is involved in Notch endosomal sorting and appears to target Notch to follow a lysosomal degradation pathway, since it directs Notch to Rab7-positive compartments (Wilkin et al. 2004) . Nedd4 also targets Notch for lysosomal degradation (Sakata et al. 2004 , Wilkin et al. 2004 . It has been suggested that Dx promotes endocytosis of Notch and sorts it towards Rab11-positive compartments (Hori et al. 2004) . The creation of a Drosophila deltex null mutant has shown that its activity is tissue specific and that although being a positive regulator of Notch signalling, Dx activity is not essential in any developmental context for Notch signalling to take place (Matsuno et al. 1995 , Fuwa et al. 2006 . The role and importance of Dx are thus unclear. As Dx has been shown to be involved in ligand-independent late endosomal Notch signalling activation (Hori et al. 2004) , it might be involved in general redundant regulatory mechanisms other than the processes of the canonical Notch signalling pathway. This raises questions about the role and nature of the regulatory trafficking processes that may act on Notch signalling.
The observations that different defects in vesicular trafficking affect Notch signalling, confirm on one hand that endocytosis of Notch is required for NICD-mediated signalling and, probably release. On the other hand, they raise the possibility that there exists ligand-independent Notch signalling as some of the activation resulting from alterations in the trafficking machinery, does not require ligands. Thus, it would appear that Notch traffick is an important mechanism to keep Notch from being 'accidentally' activated. It is clear that very little NICD is needed to elicit signalling and it appears that unless Notch is continually turned over, this small amount of NICD can be generated in a ligand-independent manner, i.e. the continuous ubiquitination and degradation of Notch mediated by Nedd4 and Su(Dx) are also a form of regulating the steady-state levels of Notch presented at the cell surface. During this default regulatory pathway, Nedd4 and Su(Dx) prevent inappropriate Notch signalling activation (Sakata et al. 2004) . The notion that there are ligand-dependent and ligandindependent modes of Notch regulation has been dramatically demonstrated by Jaekel and Klein in their analysis of Lgd, a traffick-associated protein which modulates ligand-independent Notch signalling totally separate from ligand dependent (Jaekel & Klein 2006) . In their work, it was seen that, in Drosophila, Lgd loss of function results in ectopic activation of Notch signalling in a ligand-independent manner. Overexpression of Lgd enhanced the formation of endocytic vesicles and lead to Notch accumulation in late endosomes. Overexpression of Notch in a mutant Lgd background lead to Notch accumulation in vesicle compartments co-stained for late endosomal markers suggesting that Notch is retained in late endosomes but does not reach the lysosomal compartment. Strikingly, overexpression of Rab5-GFP and Rab7-GFP (GTPases involved in early and late endosomes respectively), rescues the Lgd mutant phenotype suggesting that Lgd might affect the kinetics of vesicular trafficking and this causes ectopic Notch signalling activation (Jaekel & Klein 2006) . A requirement for better understanding the role of general trafficking in keeping signalling events inactive in the absence of a signalling event is essential.
Subcellular localization of S3/S4 cleavage Besides the involvement of trafficking on keeping Notch signalling inactive in the absence of ligand, there are hints that endocytosis and traffic are important in NICD release and signalling. This finds support from the analysis of various mutants in elements of the endocytic pathway. Altering the normal trafficking machinery to study its role in Notch signalling can lead to observations of ligand-dependent and also ligand-independent signalling activation, if one interferes with the maintenance processes of Notch inactivation. One has thus to be very careful when analysing the meaning of these results.
Notch endocytosis mediated by Shibire has been shown to be important for Notch signalling activity (Seugnet et al. 1997) . After endocytosis, Notch is localized to early endosomes co-localizing with Rab5. It is in the early endosomes where Notch has to be sorted out towards either protein recycling or the degradation pathway (see Fig. 4 ). Interestingly, mutants in Rab5 do not impair Notch signalling while mutations in elements of the endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) complex do (Lu & Bilder 2005 , Vaccari & Bilder 2005 . The ESCRT complexes are involved in multivesicular body formation and the protein degradation trafficking pathway. Alterations in endosomal protein sorting (e.g. Hrs via ubiquitin binding) and multivesicular bodies formation (via ESCRT complexes activity), affect the regulation of Notch signalling activity. For instance, vps25 mutants (a member of the ESCRT-II complex) exhibit endosomal accumulation of Notch and ectopic Notch signalling activation (Vaccari & Bilder 2005) . However, the loss of function of sorting components like Hrs, do not activate Notch signalling and can even rescue phenotypes of ligand-independent activation (Jaekel & Klein 2006) . It would thus seem that non-specific Notch signalling activation can take place when accumulation of Notch occurs in a specific non-determined trafficking compartment. These results are demonstrative of the importance of trafficking regulation for proper monitorization of Notch signalling activity. Most important, kinetics of endosomal trafficking is likely to be a relevant factor. The fact that NICD ligand-independent activity caused by blockage in the late endosomal compartments (Jaekel & Klein 2006) can be relieved by activation of the traffic through the early endosomal compartments indicates that Notch signalling is mediated by an 'optimal trafficking' activity.
One of the important issues raised by these observations about trafficking and Notch signalling concerns the possible location of the S3 cleavage event. It has been argued that the presenilin complex could act at the cell surface (Kaether et al. 2006 ) and this has always been somewhat at odds with observation that Psn resides somewhere in the endocytic pathway (Ray et al. 1999 , Pasternak et al. 2003 . The recent observations emphasize that accumulation of Notch in the endocytic pathway, probably in a post Rab5 and/orRab7 compartment, can lead to its activation via S3 cleavage. This would suggest that this cleavage does occur in the some endosomal compartment.
Another important question opened by these studies is the relationship between the ligand-dependent and ligandindependent activation. Whether ligand-dependent and ligand-independent S3 cleavage occurs in the same compartment, or in different ones, how the process of ectodomain shedding for ligand-independent Notch signalling occurs, are all still open questions. A deeper understanding of these cellular mechanisms will most likely be instrumental in the full comprehension of the Notch signalling regulation.
Ligand trafficking
The phenotype of the shibire mutants in Drosophila cannot distinguish between autonomous and non-autonomous requirements of the relevant gene products, i.e. it is possible that endocytosis is required both in the signalling and signalreceiving cell. A number of observations suggest that endocytosis of the Notch ligands is also required for the signalling event (Le Borgne 2006 , Nichols et al. 2007 . Genes identified in genetic screens for neurogenic mutants show impaired ligand endocytosis (Parks et al. 2000) . Furthermore analysis of zebrafish mutants uncovered Mind bomb as an ubiquitin ligase required for Delta endocytosis and this was followed by the observation of similar proteins in Drosophila (Neuralized and D-Mind bomb 1 and 2). These proteins act on Delta to promote ubiquitination and endocytosis and thus enhance the signalling ability of the signal-sending cells (Pavlopoulos et al. 2001 , Le Borgne & Schweisguth 2003 , Itoh et al. 2003 , Lai et al. 2005 , Bardin & Schweisguth 2006 . Ubiquitination of the DSL ligands makes them targets of adaptor proteins such as liquid facets (Lqf, a homologue for epsin) which promotes endocytosis (Wang & Struhl 2004 .
At this moment, the exact role of ligand endocytosis is unclear. Two main models have been put forward. One possibility is that ligand endocytosis plays an important role in the shedding of the Notch ectodomain by exerting a pulling force. This would then facilitate Notch cleavage by exposing the substrate for ADAM/TACE/Kuzbanian proteases. There is some recent experimental evidence in favour of this model (Nichols et al. 2007 ). Another possibility is that ligand endocytosis is required for ligand post-translational modifications which render the ligand competent for activating Notch signalling activity when recycled back to the plasma membrane (Wang & Struhl 2004 , Le Borgne et al. 2005a , Wilkin & Baron 2005 ). The latter model is supported by the fact that Delta lacking its intracellular domain is not able to elicit Notch signalling activity (Sun & Artavanis-Tsakonas 1996 , Nichols et al. 2007 ).
Many questions remain unanswered when ligand regulation is concerned and models about other functions of the ligands have been put forward. There have been reports of ligand cleavage by ADAM metalloproteases and g-secretase activity. This has given rise to some speculation over whether ligands can modulate Notch signalling by the release of soluble forms of ligand or whether the ligands could somehow perform a signalling event of their own (Qi et al. 1999 , LaVoie & Selkoe 2003 , Six et al. 2003 .
Notch signalling is based on a very simple mechanism, the release of a membrane-tethered transcription factor but its regulation contrasts, as described, by being quite complex. On the next section, we shall focus on exploring the multiple functions of Notch by looking at paradigms of its activity in development and adult organisms.
Functions of Notch
Notch signalling is used iteratively in many developmental events. There are two modalities which can be construed as three. The first one is the one that has led to much of our understanding and function of Notch: a permissive function in which it contributes to a decision between two alternative fates. This can happen within a large population, 'lateral inhibition' or between two sister cells, 'asymmetric cell fate assignation'. However, Notch signalling can also be used in a more instructive manner, as in the case of boundary formation in Drosophila and, perhaps, during somitogenesis in vertebrates.
Lateral inhibition
The best characterized function of Notch is probably 'lateral inhibition', a process of central importance in the assignation of cell fates and their spatial patterning (Heitzler & Simpson 1993 , Le Borgne & Schweisguth 2003 , Gibert & Simpson 2003 . The notion of lateral inhibition is derived from the observation that during development, groups of cells emerge that are assigned a common developmental potential but only some cells within the group adopt that potential. Those that adopt the fate suppress the same fate in the others: lateral inhibition. This mechanism has been well characterized during the selection for a sensory organ precursor (SOP) in insect neurogenesis (Fig. 5A) . During development, groups of ectodermal cells with a neural potential emerge known as proneural clusters. Notch signalling activity inhibits the prospective neural fate. By the amplification of small differences within the proneural cluster cells, one of them will acquire higher level of Delta and inhibit the neural potential of the neighbouring cells using Notch signalling activity. Lateral inhibition establishes in this way the pattern of bristles of Drosophila (Heitzler & Simpson 1993 , Martin-Bermudo et al. 1995 , Parks et al. 1997 , Ruth et al. 1983 . In a mammalian system, for example, studies in mice show that lateral inhibition plays also an important role in hair cell development in the inner ear (Kiernan et al. 2005) .
Delta endocytosis is important for the ligand to be able to elicit Notch signalling. Drosophila Delta has in its intracellular region monoubiquitination motifs which can be targeted by Neuralized and Mind bomb1 (Le Borgne et al. 2005b) . The bearded gene family (brd) antagonizes Neuralized activity (Bardin & Schweisguth 2006) . It has been suggested that these proteins might play a role in SOP selection, since they are absent from SOP cells and expressed in non-SOP cells in proneural clusters. Notch signalling has a positive regulation of brd expression (Bardin & Schweisguth 2006) . Inhibition of Delta signalling ability in Notch active non-SOP cells could amplify the small differences in the proneural cluster and help in the establishment of bristle pattern formation (Castro et al.
2005, Bardin & Schweisguth 2006).

Asymmetric cell fate assignation
Notch is mainly involved in binary cell fate decision which will ultimately lead to pattern formation in the organism. Lateral inhibition is one process of binary cell fate choice; another one is associated with asymmetric cell division and relies on cell polarization. Epithelial cells of the Drosophila wing imaginal disc are polarized cells containing adherens and septate junctions in the apical region. Notch and Delta are located in the apical region of the cells restricting the signalling activation to this region. The role and mediators of Notch and Delta apical localization remain elusive (Sasaki et al. 2007 ). However, Par-1 (a polarity protein) has been suggested to be a mediator of Delta localization and Par-1 loss of function (induced through RNAi) has a neurogenic phenotype (Bayraktar et al. 2006) . In cells that divide symmetrically, cell Figure 5 Drosophila neurogenesis. (A) Lateral inhibition in neurogenesis ensures that within a proneural cluster (cells in blue) a single cell will become an SOP and inhibit its neighbours from acquiring a neuronal fate. (B) A sensory organ is formed by four cells: a socket cell, a bristle cell, a sheath cell and a neuron. Within a proneural cluster, once an SOP is chosen by lateral inhibition it will mature and divide by asymmetric cell division into a pIIa and a pIIb cell. Several steps of asymmetric cell division will give rise to all sensory organ cells and cell fate is ensured by Notch lateral inhibition.
polarity and Notch signalling activity might be simply intimately related with vesicular trafficking and any deregulation of the trafficking machinery will produce defects unto both. There could, however, be a more direct relationship between regulation of signalling activity by a polarized localization of Notch and ligand but this remains unclear (Lu & Bilder 2005) . Asymmetric cell division has a more direct role in cell polarity regulation of Notch signalling. Asymmetric distribution of cell fate determinants prior to mitosis can determine a specific cell fate identity of the daughter cells. The best studied example of this is neurogenesis in Drosophila. Asymmetric distribution of regulators of Notch signalling activity determines the identity of the daughter cells as signalsending or signal-receiving cell. Once Notch signalling is elicited, the cells differentiate according to binary cell fate decision mediated by Notch (Frise et al. 1996 , Le Borgne & Schweisguth 2003 , Hutterer & Knoblich 2005 . This asymmetric distribution of Notch regulators in neurogenesis is regulated by polarity proteins such as Bazooka, PAR-6, DaPKC, Inscuteable and Partner of Inscuteable (Schober et al. 1999 , Wodarz et al. 1999 . The mechanism of bristle formation will now be described in more detail (Fig. 5B) . After the SOP cell is chosen, it gives rise to the pI cell. The pI cell goes through a series of four asymmetric cell divisions in which regulators of Notch signalling (e.g. Numb and Neuralized) are distributed asymmetrically between daughter cells, rendering one cell able to elicit Notch signalling activity (pIIb cell) and the other only responsive to Notch signalling (pIIa cell). Numb and Neuralized are localized to the pIIb cell. They are involved in enhancing Delta endocytosis increasing Delta's signalling ability. Numb inhibits Notch signalling ability making the pIIb cell only functional as a signal-sending cell. The signal-sending cell will inhibit the sister cell from acquiring the same cell fate by activating Notch signalling. The process of asymmetric distribution of Notch regulators is repeated in the multiple cell divisions giving rise in the end to a glial cell and the cells that form the bristle: socket cell, bristle cell, sheath cell and neuron (Rhyu et al. 1994 , Le Borgne & Schweisguth 2003 , Koelzer & Klein 2003 , Hutterer & Knoblich 2005 see Fig. 5B ). Numb homologues have been identified in vertebrate species suggesting that this might be a general conserved mechanism of cell fate assignation (Knoblich 2001) .
Another important example of binary cell fate choices is the role of Notch in the maintenance of stem cell populations. Notch mediates many decisions of whether a cell should differentiate or remain in an undifferentiated state either in embryonic or in post-embryonic stem cell systems (Chiba 2006) .
Boundary formation
Notch is involved in boundary establishment in different events during development. An example in vertebrates is the formation of boundaries between the prospective somites during somitogenesis or in invertebrates the establishment of the D/V boundary in the wing imaginal disc (de Celis et al. 1997 , Micchelli et al. 1997 , Barrantes et al. 1999 . These processes can be quite complex and involve multiple Notch regulatory mechanisms.
Looking at the vertebrate example, in somite formation, we find a very elegant system of a transcriptional oscillator. The continuous cycle of activation and inactivation of Notch transcriptional activity leads to the pattern of somite formation and segmental boundary in the presomitic mesoderm. The full mechanism of activation and inactivation of transcriptional activity is unclear but seems to involve negative feedback loops mediated by Notch target genes. The models may, however, become more complicated as there is increasing evidence for the involvement of the Wnt pathway (Palmeirim et al. 1997 , Pasini et al. 2001 , Aulehla et al. 2003 , Giudicelli & Lewis 2004 .
Looking at the Drosophila wing imaginal disc example, Notch signalling activity is restricted to the D/V boundary where it establishes the necessary cues for keeping both fields separated and regulating the growth and patterning of the dorsal and ventral compartments. Notch activity is constrained to the D/V boundary by restrictive gene expression. During early third larval instar, Serrate and Fringe are only expressed in the dorsal compartment, Delta only on the ventral compartment and Notch on both compartments. Fringe inhibits Serrate from inducing Notch signalling dorsally. The absence of Fringe ventrally does not allow for Notch signalling to occur. At the boundary, Serrate can interact with unglycosylated Notch from the ventral side and Delta with Fringe glycosylated Notch from the dorsal side. This restricts Notch signalling activity to the D/V boundary, a pattern made more robust by a feedback loop mechanism. Notch signalling activity drives expression of Wg which will elicit expression of Ser and Dl outside the D/V boundary. Ser and Dl expression then further activate Notch signalling at the boundary. Notch signalling also drives the expression of Cut which has been proposed to have an inhibitory effect on ligand expression at the D/V boundary. Outside the D/V boundary, high levels of ligand inhibit Notch signalling activity (de Celis & Bray 1997 , Micchelli et al. 1997 . Another model put forward to explain the role of Notch in D/V boundary formation/maintenance suggests the existence of a non-transcriptional Notch function involving regulation of the actin cytoskeleton (Major & Irvine 2005) .
There are numerous examples of the role of Notch in boundary formation like the segmentation of zebrafish hindbrain, but the type of mechanisms involved follow somehow the same principles present in the examples previously described (Pasini et al. 2001) .
The role of Notch in the development of endocrine glands
The development of some of the classical endocrine systems follows similar principles to those of other organs and therefore it is not surprising to find that generic analysis reveals a role for Notch signalling at different stages of this process. For example, during pituitary gland development Notch target genes Hes1 and Hes5 have been shown to control the progenitor cell pool as observed by the severe hypoplasia exhibited in mice lacking Hes1 and Hes5 (Kita et al. 2007) . Moreover, Notch signalling can also influence cell fate decision besides precursor cell number and consequently organ size (Raetzman et al. 2007) . A similar effect can be seen in pancreas development where Hes1 null mice pancreas precursor cells also undergo premature differentiation leading to the formation of a hypoplastic pancreas (Jensen et al. 2000) . Neurogenin3, a bHLH gene, has a proendocrine role in pancreas development and its activity is antagonized by the Hes genes (Pang et al. 1994) . Notch is thus essential for the cell fate decision between progenitor/exocrine and endocrine pancreatic cells (Pang et al. 1994) . The largest endocrine organ, the gut, uses Notch signalling initially to regulate stem cell differentiation towards a secretory or absorptive cell fate, through lateral inhibition. Stem cells with higher N and lower Dl expression will differentiate into epithelial absorptive cells and stem cells with lower N and with higher Dl expression will adopt a secretory cell fate. The epithelial secretory cells undergo further differentiation into specific cell lineages and this is regulated by bHLH genes which can be modulated by Hes1. Hes1 antagonizes the bHLH transcription factors regulating the endocrine progenitor cells pool (reviewed in Lee & Kaestner 2004) .
Thus, although there is nothing special about Notch signalling and the endocrine signalling it is clear that understanding the involvement and the control of Notch signalling in the development of these organs allows novel views and interesting insights into this process. This knowledge is made more pressing because of the involvement of mutations in Notch in a number of diseases, some of them associated with endocrine organs (Leimeister et al. 2000 , Lowell et al. 2000 .
CSL-independent Notch signalling
There is increasing evidence that Notch can have effects on cellular processes that are independent of its CBF/Su(H) activity. For example, in vertebrates, Notch has been shown to inhibit muscle cell differentiation in a CSL-independent manner (Shawber et al. 1996) . Studies of the differentiation of mouse myoblasts (primary myogenic C2C12 cells) into myotubes have shown that expression of truncated forms of Notch lacking the ability to interact with CBF1-dependent promoter still inhibit myoblast differentiation (Shawber et al. 1996 , Nofziger et al. 1999 .
However, most of the evidence for a CBF-independent activity of Notch is derived from Drosophila, in particular from the study of two kinds of alleles of Notch: the Abruptex, (Ax) and the Microchaetae defective (Mcd) classes. The Ax class represents a collection of point mutants centred around the EGF-like repeats 24-29 region while the Mcd class is a series of deletions of protein domains C-terminal to the ANK repeats. Both classes of mutants exhibit gain of function phenotypes during neurogenesis that are independent of Su(H) but dependent on shaggy, which encodes the Drosophila homologue of GSK3b and plays a central role in Wnt signalling (Brennan et al. 1997 (Brennan et al. , 1999b . These observations raised the suggestion that there is a functional connection between Notch and Wnt signalling and this has been supported by further studies in Drosophila (Axelrod et al. 1996 , Brennan et al. 1999b , Lawrence et al. 2000 , Hayward et al. 2005 .
The activity of Wnt signalling is mediated by b-catenin and the existing evidence suggests that Notch modulates Wnt signalling by setting up a threshold for the function of b-catenin (Hayward et al. 2005) . While much of this evidence is derived from Drosophila, there is also evidence from vertebrates that Notch signalling can act on b-catenin. For example, in mice, Notch 1 has been shown to act as a tumour suppressor by repressing b-catenin-mediated signalling revealing the importance of understanding this relationship (Nicolas et al. 2003) . Additionally, in the development of osteoblasts, Notch has been shown to suppress this fate in favour of chondroblasts by suppression of b-catenin activity (Deregowski et al. 2006) . It has been suggested that this activity serves to set up a threshold for Wnt signalling (Hayward et al. 2005 ) and it will be interesting to get more insights into the mechanisms which lead to crosstalk between these pathways.
Notch and disease
Given the importance of Notch signalling in development, it is no surprise, that there are several human diseases linked to defects in genes involved in Notch signalling (see Table 2 ). Mutations on the Jagged1 gene are responsible for Alagille syndrome which is normally diagnosed in the first 2 years of life. This is an autosomal dominant mutation that causes defects in bile duct formation leading to liver problems, and is also responsible for kidney, eye, heart and skeleton developmental problems (Artavanis-Tsakonas 1997 , Li et al. 1997 , Oda et al. 1997 The great variety of expression of the disease suggests that other factors may influence the outcome such as genetic properties of regulators of Notch signalling activity (Harper et al. 2003) . Mutations on the human Notch 1 and 3 are responsible for the cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy syndrome. Mutations on Notch 1 and 3 lead to an autosomal vascular disorder resulting in the loss of the arteriolar vascular smooth muscle cells which are substituted by granular eosinophilic material. One specific feature is its late onset usually around the age of 45 years. This disease is linked with a variety of symptoms ranging from migraines and subcortical ischemic strokes to progressive dementia and premature death (Gridley 2003 , Harper et al. 2003 . Another very serious condition caused by deregulation of Notch signalling activity is T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. The major cause for this condition arises from mutations involving either the Notch heterodimerization domain or the PEST domain (involved in Notch degradation; Weng et al. 2004) . This condition can also arise from a translocation of a truncated form of Notch which becomes juxtaposed with the promoter/enhancer of T-cell receptor b. This event is caused by mistakes during TCR recombination and leads to ligandindependent Notch signalling activity with oncogenic consequences (Gridley 2003 , Sjolund et al. 2005 . There is also a family of diseases resulting in vertebral defects called spondylocostal dysostosis. Essentially, it is caused by mutations in Dll3 resulting in rib defects that lead to abnormalities in vertebral segmentation and trunk size (Gridley 2003) . Understanding the mechanisms of Notch signalling regulation is of course crucial in the development of therapeutic approaches for the treatment of these diseases.
Future perspectives
Many Notch regulatory processes have been identified but are not yet truly characterized. Notch activity regulation by ligand inhibitory effect is well described but its mechanism of action is still unclear. The role and mechanisms of Notch and ligand trafficking are not well understood, and CSL-independent Notch signalling remains undefined, both as a molecular pathway and in its effects. Further work is necessary to understand Notch signalling in all its complexity. This should provide insights into how to tackle Notch signalling in a more specific way in order to better approach different clinical contexts. Brennan K, Tateson R, Lieber T, Couso JP, Zecchini V & Arias AM 1999b The abruptex mutations of notch disrupt the establishment of proneural clusters in Drosophila. 
